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                                        ERGONOMIC OFFICE CHAIR

                            
Ergonomics are important in the home office
                                                                    Try Backapp for free for 14 days!

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                        MOVEMENT CREATES ENERGY!

                            
With Backapp in your office you are balanced and active throughout the whole day
                                                                    Try Backapp for free for 14 days!

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                        MEETING ROOMS

                            
Meetings with movement are more creative!
                                                                    Try Backapp for free for 14 days!

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                        EXERCISE YOUR BACK WHILE SITTING

                            
You activate your back and neck muscles when sitting on the Backapp
                                                                    Try Backapp for free for 14 days!

                            

                        

                    

                

                
                    
                        
                                        THE BACKAPP HIPP

                            
Backapp Hipp has the same unique technology as Backapp Smart
                                                                    Backapp Hipp!

                            

                        

                    

                


    

    

    





    
        Backapp News

            
                        2023-01-15Stockholm Furniture Fair. 7-11 February 2023

                        2022-10-03Meet Backapp at Orgatec 2022!

                        2020-10-06Innovation award Backapp Hipp

                        2020-05-22A Life of Zest and Energy!

                        2020-04-03Which ergonomic office chair should I choose?

                        2020-02-08Stockholm Furniture Fair 2020. Backapp Hipp!

                        2020-01-23Great News - Introduction of Backapp HIPP

                        2019-10-01354 office workers used Backapp products for 6 weeks!

                        2019-03-27Improvement in health at Ving, Siemens and Tretton37 after 6 weeks

            

    








    
    
        Backapp Balance Chair

        A completely different ergonomic chair

        When you are sitting on the Backapp Smart or Backapp Hipp and balancing on the adjustable ‘magic’ ball, with your feet on the foot ring, you activate the balance motor in your body which has the following effects:


                    
                        [image: ]Designed and developed in Norway
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                        [image: ]Ensures exercise while  sitting


                    

                    
                        [image: ]Improves your posture


                    

                    
                        [image: ]Ensures less back pain for sufferers


                    

                    
                        [image: ]Burns at least 19% more energy.


                    

                    
                        [image: ]Materials are selected for ease of recycling
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        Backapp 360

        Add our balance board as well.

        Backapp 360 allows you to balance gently on cushioned material. Moreover, you can easily adjust how much motion you want to have. Your body enjoys the following benefits when you use Backapp 360:


                    
                        [image: ]Designed and developed in Norway
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                        [image: ]Exercise for ankles, legs, hips and back
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                        [image: ]Improvement of circulation in the entire body
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                        "Like so many professionals, I spend more time than I'd like to think in front of a computer. The trick to staying healthy is getting the right equipment - which I've now done through Backapp. No more back pain, stiff neck or shoulders!"

                        Christine Brown-Quinn, Managing Director

                    

                    
                        "Backapp helped me to open my posture and keeps me moving during the day. After sitting on Backapp I’ve become more flexible and my back ache is now gone. Just wish I had come across Backapp years ago!"

                        Andy Mather

                    

                    
                        "Backapp is amazing! Even after only a few days of using the chair, I could feel the difference in my posture as muscles – unknown to me before – started to work to hold my back in a straighter position."

                        Dora Roszik-Csendes
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            How to use Backapp Smart

            
                
                
                Your browser does not support the video tag.
            
        

    



    
                
                    Revolutionary results!

                    We have the research to show that Backapp works. But what do our users say? We let 70 employees at a research company in Finland try it and the results were amazing!

                    READ MORE HERE
                

                
                    Stronger back guarantee

                    We guarantee you a stronger back when you are sitting on a Backapp. If you don’t agree after using it for 14 days, you can return the chair and get your money back.

                    SEE PRODUCTS
                

                
                    Try Backapp

                    It sounds too good to be true, but we will bring our products to you so that you can try them. We can show you how the chair works and you can try it out for up to 14 days with no obligation.

                    TRY FOR FREE HERE
                


    





    
        
            Feel the difference - here's how it works

            
                Backapp Smart

                
                    
                    Your browser does not support the video tag.
                
            

            
                Backapp 360

                
                    
                    Your browser does not support the video tag.
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                        Meet the man who invented  
 the ergonomic office chair Backapp and got a strong and healthy back!

                        
After years of back problems from sitting on standard ergonomic office chairs with backrests and armrests I had to endure several back operations. After the second surgery I hit upon the idea of the Backapp; a new way of making an ergonomic work chair.

Now I use the Backapp as the only office chair in my daily work. The exercise from sitting on the Backapp has changed my life. It is part of my daily exercise to take care of my back. I am healthy again and can sit at my desk with no problems.

From scientific studies it is evident that the Backapp ergonomic office chair has the potential to remove back problems. For me it was the most important part of getting rid of back problems. The scientists confirm the experience of thousands of Backapp users; sitting on the Backapp gets rid of back pains.

– Dr. Freddy Johnsen
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